BATTLESHIP®

For 2 Players / Ages 7 & Up

OBJECT OF THE GAME
Be the first to sink all 5 of your opponent's ships.

CONTENTS
• 2 game units
• 10 plastic ships
• 168 white pegs
• 84 red pegs
• label sheet

THE FIRST TIME YOU PLAY
Apply the "Battleship" labels from the label sheet to the lids of the 2 plastic game units. See Figure 1.

FIGURE 1

Seperate the 10 plastic ships from the runner. Each player's fleet contains 5 different ships (see Figure 2). Discard the runner.

Remove all of the white and red pegs from the plastic bags and place them in the peg storage compartments of each game unit (see Figure 3). Discard the bags.

PREPARE FOR BATTLE
You and your opponent sit facing each other, with the lids of your game units raised so neither of you can see the other's ocean grid.

Secretly place your fleet of 5 ships on your ocean grid. To place each ship, fit its 2 anchoring pegs into 2 holes on your ocean grid. Your opponent does the same.

FIGURE 2

CARRIER—5 HOLES
BATTLESHIP—4 HOLES
DESTROYER—3 HOLES
SUBMARINE—3 HOLES
PATROL BOAT—2 HOLES
Your fleet of 5 ships.

Rules for placing ships:
• Place each ship in any horizontal or vertical position, but not diagonally.
• Do not place a ship so that any part of it overlaps letters, numbers, the edge of the grid or another ship.
• Do not change the position of any ship once the game has begun.

See Figure 4 for an example of ship placement.

FIGURE 4

Here's an example of how to position your fleet correctly.

FIGURE 5

Call "D-4" as your shot.

When you call a shot, your opponent must tell you whether your shot is a hit or a miss.

IT'S A HIT!
If you call out a shot location that is occupied by a ship on your opponent's ocean grid, your shot is a hit! Your opponent tells you which ship you have hit (destroyer, submarine, etc.). Record your hit by placing a red peg in the corresponding target hole on your target grid. Your opponent places a red peg in the corresponding hole of the ship you have hit on his or her ocean grid (see Figure 6).

Example: You and Alex are the players. It's your turn.
You call: "D-4."
Alex answers: "Hit. Destroyer."
You place a red peg in coordinate D-4 of your target grid. Alex places a red peg in the hole of his destroyer directly over coordinate D-4 on his ocean grid.

FIGURE 6

It's a hit! Your opponent marks it with a red peg on his or her ocean grid.
IT'S A MISS!
If you call out a shot location not occupied by a ship on your opponent's ocean grid, it's a miss. Record your miss by placing a white peg in the corresponding target hole on your target grid so you won't call this shot again. It's not necessary for players to record each other's misses with white pegs on their ocean grids.

After a hit or a miss, your turn is over.

Example: Now it's Alex's turn.
Alex calls: "F-4."
You answer: "Miss."
Alex places a white peg in coordinate F-4 of his target grid.
Play continues in this manner; with you and your opponent calling one shot per turn.

SINKING A SHIP
Once all the holes in any one ship are filled with red pegs, it has been sunk. The owner of the ship must announce which ship was sunk.

WINNING THE GAME
If you're the first player to sink your opponent's entire fleet of 5 ships, you win the game!

HOW TO PLAY SALVO
The SALVO variation of this game is recommended for more experienced players who have become familiar with the basic game. Use the same rules as in the basic game of Battleship except:

• On your turn, call out 5 different shots. As you call out each shot, mark it with a white peg in your target grid. At the end of your salvo of 5 shots, your opponent announces which shots were hits and which ships were hit.

• If any of your shots are hits, change their corresponding white pegs to red pegs on your target grid. Your opponent places red pegs in the holes of the ships that were hit.

Example:
You call: "E-3, F-3, G-3, H-3, I-3."
Alex answers: "F-3 is a hit on patrol boat. H-3 is a hit on destroyer."

• Whenever any one of your ships has been sunk, you lose one shot when you fire your next salvo. The more ships sunk, the less shots you get.

For example, if 1 of Alex's 5 ships has been sunk, he must call out only 4 shots on his next turn, instead of 5.

For a more challenging SALVO game, don't disclose which of your ships have been hit.

REPLACEMENT PARTS
To order a replacement set of 10 ships and 252 pegs, send your request and check for $5, made out to "HPD," to P.O. Box 693, Pawtucket, RI 02862. Allow 6-8 weeks for delivery. Price includes shipping and handling.

We will be happy to hear your questions or comments about this game. Write to Hasbro Games, Consumer Affairs Dept., P.O. Box 200, Pawtucket, RI 02862. Tel: 888-836-7025 (toll free). Canadian consumers please write to: Hasbro Canada, P.O. Box 267, Station A, Longueuil, Quebec J4H 3X6.
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